Correcting year end amounts in QuickBooks
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The Edge
Year Ending December 31, 2017
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(404) 255-9565
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This report shows what the bookkeeper needs to do in
QuickBooks and The Edge to make sure year end numbers are
correct for the upcoming income tax preparation.
If you'd rather have me do this for you go to the last page for
more information. This report is very detailed and should be easy
to follow. David Geller
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Reports to run to get sales, sales tax collected and shop sales
figures to match against QuickBooks
If you export from The Edge to QuickBooks do that before running these reports. This
will get your numbers more in sync. If you hand enter your QuickBooks numbers this
report is the same for you. In addition you need to have everything entered in both
programs.
Example:
If you have 3 vendor’s invoices of jewelry to enter into Edge and print
tags, do it. Then go into QuickBooks and enter the 3 bills for each vendor which will
increase inventory in QuickBooks to match the Edge.
FIRST REPORT:
QuickBooks.

Checking Product Sales and Cost of Good sold in Edge versus

On your Profit & Loss statement the product sales in QuickBooks (without shop
sales/appraisals/gold refiner’s check) should match these numbers in The Edge. First run
an Inventory Sold report in Edge, see below for boxes to click. I have shown the total
2017 year for dates sold but you can use whatever you need. This report can be run on
New Year’s Eve or any date in January (back dating of course). This is one of several
reports you can run later and be accurate but NOT ALL OF THEM. Read further.
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Then click on the options Tab. No details, we just want the total sales and total costs.

Run the report. Now go to QuickBooks and run your profit & Loss Statement and use the
exact same dates you used in The Edge.
SPECIAL NOTE ON TWO THINGS:
1. On the “Type & Status” tab-Live Model.
The bottom box “Live Model”. This of the four should be
checked if you have entered any live inventory into Edge
and used this inventory type.
What is a “Live Model?”
Hildalgo manufactures ring that are almost 100%
enameled all the way around. Enamel is glass.
It can’t be bent and therefore can’t be sized.
So if you have their jewelry in the case you’ll
mostly special order them. If you actually sell
one and it’s the right size Halleluiah! This
is owned inventory and should be included.
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This is a perfect example of a
Live Model

2. On the “Type & Status” tab-Faux and Catalog.
Faux is “Brass & Glass” models. Silver set with CZ’s, bought just to show and
special order. Don’t click these, you really can’t sell them and they should have
been entered into Edge as faux only so you can click the “Special Order” box on
the POS screen.
In QuickBooks they should have been written off as an expense, like carpet, a
printer, ring boxes, etc.
TOTALS:
After running the reports you’ll want to add together the cost off memo & consignment
as one number and write that cost and sales down on a piece of paper.

Then all you have to do is take these totals and subtract them from the bottom bold
totals and now you have cost of goods and sales for:
Stock/Special Order/Trade/Live Models.
Don’t worry about other stock types like “A” (means an assembled item) or “B” (means a
build item), just subtract memo and consignment from the totals and the rest you own!
These are just PRODUCT SALES and COSTS.
Repairs, Misc Sales and others will be done shortly.
IF THE NUMBERS DON’T MATCH
If they don't match make you’ll make a journal entry later to make them match. If you
want to see "why" they don't match with the profit & loss open, double click either
"Stock & Special Order Sales" or "Memo Sales" or “Stock & Special Order COG's" or
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"Memo/Consignment COG's" on the P&L itself a new report of detail will pop up. On the
left should be "General Journal Entries".
If there are any
 Deposits
 Checks
 Bills
listed there they are wrong but don't worry about fixing them just make the adjustment.
You will use either the "3000-Opening Balance Equity" account of if I made the file for
you there should be a "3010-Balance Adjustment Needed" account.
Here's your cheat sheet for journal entries (we will fix later):

BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS
ASSETS ACCOUNTS
DEBIT
CREDIT
Increases
Decreases

LIABILITIES & EQUITY ACCOUNTS
DEBIT
CREDIT
Decreases
Increases

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNTS
SALES/INCOME
COST OF GOODS/EXPENSES
DEBIT
CREDIT
DEBIT
CREDIT
Decreases
Increases
Increases
Decreases

INVENTORY LEVELS:

Finding Inventory Levels
There are two types of Inventory in QuickBooks:
1. Stock & Special Order inventory (You own these)
Just like the sales above it includes these types of inventory
*Stock
*Special Order
*Trade
*Live
*Items you have assembled and built
2. Memo & Consignment inventory (These are not owned-pay only if you sell
them.)
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In Edge, go to reports at the top, on the left choose:
1. Inventory
2. On Hand
3. By Category
This report is to find out how much inventory you have TODAY
Only two tabs to adjust:

If you want to run the inventory report for TODAY, setup "Type & Status" tab this way.

NOTE: If you're running
an inventory report for
any date in the past then
the boxes on the right of
the options tab under
"Item Status" must be
checked this way:

The Options tab should look like this:
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You'll now get the totals of inventory you own and don't own:

"Don't Own total is "Memo & Consignment" inventory in QuickBooks.
"We Do own" is "Inventory Edge" in QuickBooks.
SALES TAX FOR LAST MONTH (to bring it up to date and correct)
Usually if you paid LAST month already, you'll only owe for THIS month:
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To adjust the sales tax go to the chart of accounts in QuickBooks (Control+A) and find
"Sales Tax Payable" it's an "other current liability" account. Double click to open it and it
will look like your check register. In the "increase" column is each days sales tax
collected. In the decrease column are usually checks you write to the sales tax folks.
Something to remember: You ran the report in Edge for a period of time. On the picture
above it shows "this month". As of today this month is Dec 1 thru Dec 31, 2017 in the
Edge. If you have not paid November's sales tax yet then the amount you OWE in
QuickBooks will be all of November's sales tax plus all of December.
If you run the report in January you’d run December’s report.
MISC SALES
Not all will be POSITIVE SALES, negatives are usually buying gold and maybe
discounts which does affect sales

After you pull up this report you might find some things like:
Bulk Sales: This is things we sold which don't have a cost entered in the Edge. Jewelry
cleaner, small things, etc. It should not be diamonds that you were too lazy to enter
correctly. These numbers go into "Bulk & Misc Sales" in QuickBooks.
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Discounts/Coupons: Usually a negative number.
Goes into Sales Discounts in QuickBooks.
Jewelry Repairs//Watch Repairs/Watch Batteries
Should be obvious. These go to their respective Shop Sales sub accounts.
Donation:
Jewelry Donations are now in The Edge a menu choice in “selling an item”, you no
longer have to run a report for this.
Buy Customers Gold Scrap:

Negative number and goes to the Cost for Goods
account "Scrap Gold Buys"

Buy Customers Inventory:

Negative number and goes to "Inventory Asset" or
"Edge Inventory" asset account.

There might be others, depends on how many you have setup or added over the years.
Positive numbers typically go into some Sale account, which starts with a "4". (Stock
Sales might be number 4005.)
SHOP SALES
The Edge can run a SHOP SALES report for ALL sales or just custom or just repair. You
might have to run this TWICE to get Repair Sales and Custom Sales separated.
REPAIR SALES
Follow the picture below:
This is a picture of General Tab.
Under Job Type if you have
Repair Sales and Custom Design
Sales separated in QuickBooks
then you'll have to run the report
by "Repairs Only" then come
back and run it by "Custom" only.

Then click on the Status Tab
Choose your date range
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Report Options Tab
You don't want to click on "Show Cost" even if you enter costs into the Edge as you're
putting them in QuickBooks as well.
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To run the same report for Custom,
just change the
FIRST GENERAL TAB,
all others stay the same:
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Now print these reports or write the numbers down so you can go into QuickBooks and
adjust these numbers so they are correct on the Profit & Loss Statement.
Finding Store Charges
1. “Store Charges” in QuickBooks is your accounts receivable in the Edge. These are
customers you allowed to leave with the merchandise and send them a monthly statement
out of the Edge.
2. In the Edge it’s called House Account Balances.
3. This is the total of open accounts in Edge. When the Edge exports into QuickBooks we
don't use the "Accounts Receivable" account but rather an "other current Asset" account
called "Store Charges.
So find your open account totals of what customers owe you go in the Edge Reports




Reports
Customers
Balances

We just want "House Balances' checked. This will show the amount people owe as of
right now. House balances is where you've let the customer walk out without paying.
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It probably will look like the report below:

If you find these people do not owe you money you'll need to go to their record and
adjust it to be correct. To do this, go find the customer and open them up. You'll see a
green dot on the balance tab. Adjust the number. Export to QuickBooks before adjusting
the QuickBooks amount as Edge will send over this adjustment for you. Then adjust the
remaining amount.
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Finding Store Credits
When a customer comes back to return an item your policy might be to not give a refund
in cash/check or credit card but to give a store credit.
When you do that in the POS the Edge will reverse the sale in Edge and also in
QuickBooks plus make an entry to “Store Credits” in the chart of accounts in
QuickBooks. Customers can use Store Credits against future sales they make.
This is the same report as finding Store Charges except you only click “Store Credits” on
the box:
In the Edge go to




Reports
Customers
Balances

Run the report as pictured.
Again check and make sure
these are correct.
Write the total down
for adjustment in The Edge.
The totals will show up
as negative numbers but
you'll enter it as a
positive number in
QuickBooks.

Finding Customer Deposits
Customer deposits refers to when a customer gives you a deposit or down payment when
you start a layaway on a product sale or get a deposit on
 Repair
 Custom Design
 Special Order
 Appraisal
This is merchandise still in the store, so this is not an open account or store charge. You
have the merchandise or repair and the money!
When the Edge sets up a QuickBooks account they typically make CUSTOMER
DEPOSITS the main account with sub accounts. There are two ways to get this straight.
if you were set up with exporting from The Edge years ago your QuickBooks chart of
accounts might look like this:
In QuickBooks it may look like this:
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CUSTOMER DEPOSITS
 Repair & Custom Deposits
 Appraisal & Memo Out Deposits
 Layaway Deposits
 Special Order Deposits
Some of you might just have a single deposit account called "Customer Deposits".
So your choice depending how you are setup is to get individual numbers or one big total.
The Edge will give you the individual numbers and you can adjust accordingly.
To find Customer Deposits, go to The Edge:




REPORTS
Customers
On Account

If you are running this report on the last day of the year (right before going out for a New
Year’s Eve party, click “ALL DATES” on the "Sale Date" at the top.
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If you are running this report in January and want numbers for “last year” hit the down
arrow on “Sale Dates”. I suggest using a starting date when the Edge Corporation started
“January 1, 2000.”
Ending date would be December 31, 2017.
This will give us all deposits we had on hand as of Dec 31st.

The only number you need on this report is under DEPOSIT. That is the amount of
customer’s monies you have received and have on hand while ordering an item, repairing
or doing an appraisal. To the left is “Amount” and that represents the total sales,
including sales tax that originated and caused you to collect the deposits.
All you need to write down on your pad is the total under “Deposit” or the totals for each
type of deposit as mentioned on the previous page.
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The numbers in the red box above are the ones going into QuickBooks
We will manually adjust the deposit accounts in QuickBooks:

21000 · *EDGE LIABILITY ACCOUNTS
21100 ·* Special Order Deposits
21200 · *Layaway Deposits
21300 · *Gift Certificates Sold
21400 ·* Store Credits-Edge
21500 · *Repair & Custom Deposits
21600 · *Memo Out & Appraisal Deposits

Finding Gift Certificate outstanding totals
This is one area I find stores really mess this up. A gift certificate is also a “gift card”. If
you go to Target and get one you always have to BUY IT! Gift cards and Gift certificates
are never free, you exchange money with the customer for one of these. It’s like a male
customer comes in and says
“I’m going to be out of the country during my wife’s birthday. Here’s $100 bill, hold it
please for my wife Mary. When she comes in, whatever she chooses, apply this $100 as
a prepaid deposit and she’ll pay you the difference.”
It’s an exchange of money for a certificate or plastic card.
Many stores mail out hundreds or thousands “$100 gift cards” to their customer list and
then add these to The Edge and when the customer comes in they apply this. This is
incorrect!
What you mailed out was nothing more than a discount coupon, like a Val-Pak. They are
never recorded in the Edge and when a customer does come in with one you just simply
discount their purchase by $100. This is the biggest reason for a large discrepancy in
QuickBooks.
To run the report:
 Customer
 Gift Cards
 Find
The only criteria to change is to click on the “Include” down arrow and change it to
“Only outstanding gift certificates”
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Then hit “OK”.

The list of gift certificates report won't have a total but if you click on PRINT LIST (it's
on the bottom right) it will add them up for you on the next window:
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Write this total down on your pad.
What you should know about the “Trade-Buy” button on the POS screen.
A. Using it in way #1
1. The purpose of this button is purchase from retail customers their jewelry for
resale. Some stores use it to buy scrap gold and this is an incorrect way of
performing this action.
2. Why? Because using this button, when you export to QuickBooks it will send the
cost of what you bought at the POS screen to “13000-Stock & Special Order Inv”
in QuickBooks.
3. Edge assumes you will keep the item in Edge, change or add the item into the
correct category, mark it up, print a tag and resell it.
4. You’ll know it works this way if when you use it there is a category at POS for
you to choose. It might be called anything including “items bought”, “scrap
bought” or you might have chosen the correct category right there when you
bought it. The Edge program would be setup for you in a way to put what you
bought into inventory.
5. This is one big reason why inventory in Edge does not match QuickBooks!
6. Would look like this:
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A. Using it in way #2
1. If the Edge is not setup to items you buy through “Trade/Buy” the Edge STILL
SENDS the cost of what you bought to QuickBooks inventory. Even though
you may not have entered it in the Edge (you may have bought it as stock using
trade buy).
2. This is why I make stores a Misc Sale: “Buy Scrap Gold”. Then when exporting
the amount can be sent to “Scrap Gold COG” in QuickBooks and not stock
inventory.
3. Again this is a big reason why inventory levels in the two programs don’t match.

Adjusting each account:
Inventory Asset or Inventory Edge (and possibly the “Inventory QB”
account-which I don’t use.)
When the Edge first started with QuickBooks integration they made several inventory
accounts. Typically it looked like this and if I have set you up in recent years you may
not have all of these accounts. I have added by comment below. This is the time to adjust
these year end numbers.

NOTE: If I setup your QuickBooks for the Edge you don’t have these
problems and can scroll down to Page 23!
INVENTORY
Inventory Edge
Inventory QB

(This is the master account header)
(Total inventory you own in Edge)
(Edge said to enter bills here and the Edge when
exporting will move what you entered into the top
“Inventory Edge” account. I have since not used
this account, it never balances.)
Return to Vendor
(When you click on “Return To vendor” inside of
the Edge, edge moves that amount out of Inventory
Edge and into this account. The bookkeeper is
supposed to issue credits from this account. I no
longer use it at all and have the bookkeeper issue
credits from Inventory Edge).
Inventory Assembly/Disassembly (When you assemble or disassemble 2 or more
items the Edge moves that amount from Inventory
Edge into this account. I no longer use this account,
its not needed)
Inventory Scrap
(When you go inside of the Edge and SCRAP a
piece of inventory, the Edge moves the cost from
Inventory Edge to Inventory scrap. I still use this
and if an amount is in there you should journal
entry and move that scrap into the Scrap Gold Cost
of Goods account.
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I now have only 1 inventory account and that is owned inventory:
13000-Stock & Special Order Inv W/Sku’s

Other Current Asset

I now tell the Edge program to send "Inventory Scrap " (scrapped inventory) from the
Edge directly to Scrap Gold & Diamond Buys Cost of Goods account. Contact me if
you'd like me to set these accounts up for you my way (if I haven't done it for you
already).

NOTE: If I setup your QuickBooks for the Edge you don’t have these
problems and can scroll down to Page 23!
If still setup the old way you’ll probably see an amount of money in these accounts and
usually they are negative which they should not be.
Inventory QB || Return to vendor || Inventory Assembly/Disassembly accounts.
First thing to do is to zero out these accounts to the “13000-Stock & Special Order Inv
W/Sku’s” account. Easy to do. Double click on the “Inventory QB” account and type in
the balance you see at the right into the Decrease or Increase column. On the account
field find “Inventory Edge” and save it to empty this account. If you really do use the
"Return to vendor" account don't zero this one out to the Inventory Edge if you really
have some credits coming in. Check and be sure this amount is correct. if it says you have
$50,000 in credits and you know you really only have $35,000 then send $15,000
(difference) to Inventory Edge to make this account balance.
If the balance is a positive number, type it in the “Decrease” column and if it’s a negative
number (as shown here) type it in the “Increase” column.

Now its zeroed out and the amount (doesn’t matter if negative or positive) is in the
“Inventory Edge” account:
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You should be doing this with all of these accounts below, if you have them. Zero
out to Inventory Edge.
(Never use the MAIN capitalized account)




Inventory QB
Return to Vendor
Inventory Assembly/Disassembly

So now you should have ONLY Inventory Edge with a number in the chart of account
list. Now we need to make the QuickBooks inventory level match The edge in these
accounts from the report:

Just like on the previous page, double click and open the Inventory Edge account and in
the Increase or Decrease column enter an amount to make it match edge.
On the next line, account field find either the 3010-Balance Adjustment Needed equity
account or if there is not one, use the 3000-Opening Balance Equity Account. Always
type in the “memo” field your initials and why you did this. Typically “To match Edge
end of year numbers”.
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Continue here
FIXING STORE CREDITS:
You’ll be doing the same thing to fix Store Credits. The Edge will make in and out
entries in QuickBooks for you as you make new store credits in QuickBooks and you use
them up when customers do purchases in the future.
But you have to make sure the numbers in QuickBooks are correct.
In The Edge report there were now dates to set to get a report for the past so you have to
do this darn close to New Years Eve to get an accurate number. You can’t ask The Edge
in March “Hey! How much did we have in Store Credits on January 1st?” Sorry.
THIS IS WHY THIS REPORT SHOULD BE RUN BEFORE NEW YEARS EVE!
Being you have the total of store credits again go to the Chart of Accounts in QB
(Control+A) and find “Store Credits”.
Adjusting Store Credits in QuickBooks
Find the “Other Current Liability” account Store Credits. Double click on the account to
open it up. The picture below never had a number in but type in a number in the Increase
or Decrease column to make the ending balance equal to the Edge. In our example we
had Store Credits of $2,662.44.

IN QuickBooks when we make the adjustment we COMBINE Store Credits and
Tender Cards total from the Edge and adjust one single account in QuickBooks.
Adjusting Store Charges in QuickBooks
Find the “Other Current Asset” account Store Charges. Store Charges in QuickBooks is
the same thing as accounts receivable in The Edge. Double click on the account to open it
up. The picture below never had a number in but type in a number in the Increase or
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Decrease column to make the ending balance equal to the Edge. In our example we had
Store Charges of $513.60.

Adjusting Gift Certificates or Gift Cards in QuickBooks:
Find the “Other Current Liability” account Gift Certificates in QuickBooks. An
important reminder, this is a big screw up area. Gift
Certificates are SOLD to customers not GIVEN to customers. If you give out $100 gift
cards to customers in “hopes” of them coming in and using them against a sale, then
that's nothing more than a discount coupon, like a Val-Pak. This account is when you
SELL a gift certificate to someone so they can give it as a present. Double click on the
account to open it up and add to the Increase or Decrease column to add an amount to
make “Balance” the same as Edge.
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Now your accounts all match The Edge. Congrats!
Understanding what we are planning to do:
Getting a correct set of books has some advantages and some requirements:
Requirements
Your accountant wants and needs correct financial information.
The U.S. Government requires it so you can file a legal and accurate tax return.
Advantages:
Once you learn how to look at and read your financial statements (Profit & Loss
Statement, Balance Sheet, Accounts Payables) you’ll be better able to run your store
more profitably and with less stress.
Accounting is not one sided. If you write a check for rent two things occur:
1. Bank account balance decreases because of the check written.
2. Rent expense increases because a check was written for rent.
If you buy a new laser welding machine two things occur:
1. Your Fixed Asset account “Equipment, furniture & fixtures” increases by the whole
cost of the laser machine and has nothing to do with whether you paid for it in full or not.
2. If you borrowed the money to buy the laser than “Long term liability account for the
bank loan increased.
So when we adjust our inventory levels, store credits and such usually no one knows
where the money or numbers cam from or the original numbers were never entered into
QuickBooks. So in QuickBooks we put all of these numbers into a temporary holding
account that doesn’t affect the profit & Loss statement but does affect the balance sheet.
These numbers are in one of the two "holding accounts". Either the:
1. 30000-Open Balance Equity Account (A QuickBooks account)
2. 30100-Balance Adjustment Needed account (A David Geller account)
Your numbers could be different, its unimportant. After the numbers are adjusted your
Adjustment Equity account will have a balance in it.
Your accountant will then decide how to zero out the Balance Adjustment Equity
account. Sadly I find many accountants never adjust the stores books so I zero out this
equity account to
1. Retained Earnings, or
2. Owner’s Equity
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Because you are making individual entries in the accounts and the opposite entry will
show up in the 30000 or 30100 account the accountant will be able to see your entries in
detail.
Now that we’ve written these numbers down, lets get started.
Now in QuickBooks all of “fixed accounts” numbers have ended up in the “Opening
Balance Equity Account of the David Geller “Balance Adjustment Needed account”.
Both serve the same purpose. See next page.
Find the Equity Account, double click and open it up to see what you’ve done:

This is important. The balance, whether a negative or positive is the amount of mistakes
that have been made in QuickBooks. This can come from:









The Edge has "some" problems.
Beginning balances for these accounts mentioned were never corrected in
QuickBooks
Store credits and deposits were never really verified in The Edge.
Bookkeeper puts bills in that are inventory as cost of goods sold (incorrect).
Extra money goes into "Sales" but there's no record in Edge.
Staff does things wrong in The Edge.
The owner adjusts inventory levels & cost of goods in QuickBooks to save taxes.
Plus anything else you can think of.

So in the equity account is the sum total of the mistakes. These mistakes could be for this
year or over many years of mistakes.
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This account should be "zero" at year end. No balance in it.
If you accountant takes your QuickBooks numbers, does your tax return and does not tell
you to adjust the numbers in QuickBooks to match the tax return I would suggest zeroing
out this account to retained Earnings or Owners Equity, whichever is in your
QuickBooks.
To zero out this account, open up the equity account in the chart of accounts. Enter on a
blank line and type in the “Ending balance” number in the bottom right hand corner of
the account in either the Increase or Decrease column and chose on the account line
either Retained Earnings or Owner’s Equity. When you do you’ll get
This warning message, just click “OK”.
The Equity Account will now be zero.
Remember only do this if your accountant
does not adjust your QuickBooks file at
year end.

If your accountant does adjust your QuickBooks file after doing your tax return then
you cannot zero this equity account to Retained Earnings or Owners Equity. That's
because these two accounts are "calculated" and are shown each year on your tax return
as an ongoing number and in QuickBooks on your Balance Sheet.
So if your accountant adjusts the numbers in your QuickBooks file the only thing you can
adjust is the Profit & Loss Statement.
If the Equity account is a negative number you will zero this out to an expense account.
This will in effect lower your taxable income (and less income tax paid).
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If the equity account is a positive number you'll zero this out to an income account. This
will increase your taxable income and thus increase your income taxes.
If you go to your chart of accounts (Control+A) and go to the bottom you'll see in the
7000 and 8000 numbers:
Other Income
Other Expenses

(usually a "70000" number)
(usually an "80000" number

To zero these out open up the Opening Balance Equity account of the David Geller
account "Balance Adjustment Needed" account. Type the total balance number in the
appropriate column.
If it’s a positive number type it in the "decrease" column.
If it's a negative number type it in the "increase" column.

Below is a worksheet you can print out and handwrite in your Edge totals so you can
adjust your year end numbers to be accurate.
Here’s the totals you should have written down on your pad and you can write them
all here on this page if you like:
——————————————————————————————————
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Inventory Report

In Stock On Date:_______________________________
Edge Numbers

Stock
Inventory:________________________Memo:________________________________
Sales Tax:

As of date:____________

Amount:_____________________

Appraisal Deposits: As of date:____________

Amount:_____________________

Layaway Deposits: As of date:____________

Amount:_____________________

Repair& Custom Deposits: As of date:________ Amount:____________________
Special Order
Deposits:

As of date:____________

Amount:_____________________

Gift Certificates:

As of date:____________

Amount:_____________________

House Acct Balances (Store Charges:

As of date:____________
Amount:_____________________

Credit Memo Balances (Store Credits):
As of date:_________

Amount:_____________________

Tender Cards: “ALL”
As of date:___________ Amount:____________________
===============================================================
SALES:
Date Range:________________
____________________________
STOCK COG's________________________

SALES______________________

MEMO COG'S________________________

SALES______________________

REPAIR SALES_______________________

CUSTOM___________________

WATCH REPAIR/BATTERIES__________________________________________
Misc Jewelry Repair (Add to above jewelry repair sales)_______________
Bulk & Misc Sales:__________________________________________
Watch Batteries:____________________________________________
_____________

$_______________|| _________ $_____________

_____________

$_______________|| _________ $_____________

Buy Scrap Gold:

$_______________
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If after reading this pamphlet you need some questions answered email me at:
David@JewelerProfit.com
If you'd rather have me do all of this for you I can connect directly to your computer
though the internet and run these report, enter the numbers and look for any other
problems along your way. There's an hourly fee charged to your credit card. There's only
a charge when I connect, no charge for email or phone questions.
Connecting can also help you understand and learn the proper bookkeeping methods to
help keep your "system" running smooth all year long and keep you from having year
end surprises.
By the way when you do your inventory count (usually in January, depends when your
year end comes up) the easiest way is to use your bar code scanner and the Edge will tell
you what items have not been counted. This is essentially the same thing as saying these
items:






Were sold without using the Edge
Returned to vendor and no one told that fact to The Edge software
Taken apart and remade and not one told The Edge
Stolen
Just plain missing

I want you to immediately go to the Edge, find each one and click "supervisor" button
and click "missing". Also print a copy of those missing items and keep it handy. It must
be done immediately, a few days later at the most. Why? The report in the Edge becomes
less accurate as time passes. I've had stores wait 90 days and the report is not the same as
the report pulled on the original day. Selling items, return to vendor, buying items makes
this report harder to work with. So mark them missing immediately!
You might say "but we'll find them, many are sitting on someone's desk". That might be
true but its so easy later if you find the item, go into the Edge, edit that item and click
"not missing" and it puts it back into inventory.
If you export to QuickBooks, after marking items as missing, Edge will pull that dollar
amount out of inventory and send it to an expense account called "Missing Inventory".
These items are written off. if your year ends in December and you do this in January
you'll need to back date in QuickBooks the missing amount back to December for tax
purposes.
If your accountant helps you with this please don't let them send the missing inventory
amount to any of our cost of goods accounts. That will ruin the numbers for next years
"Year End Report Fixes". if the cpa demands that going to a cost of goods account just
make a new cost of goods account and call it "Inventory Adjustment.
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One more important point to the bookkeeper: Many of the Edge reports don't have
a date box. So you can't on January 16th ask the Edge "What was so and so level on
December 31st".
So in December run these reports I listed in the Edge and write down the numbers or
print them. You can then do your work in January in QuickBooks. I'd run them all but
do know that the inventory on hand report can have a date in the past and taking
inventory is always done after the first of the year. But deposits and some credits can't be
back dated so make your life easy and run these reports before going out to party for New
Years Eve!
I hope this has helped you, need any help please let me know and I hope you had a
terrific year!
David Geller
Director of Profit
www.JewelerProfit.com

David@JewelerProfit.com
(404) 255-2543
Hours: 9:30 to 5:30, est
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